Metaphase I bound arms frequency and genome analysis in wheat-Aegilops hybrids : 1. Ae. variabilis-wheat and Ae. kotschyi-wheat hybrids with low and high homoeologous pairing.
Meiotic associations of different wheat-Aegilops variabilis and wheat-Ae. kotschyi hybrid combinations with low and high homoeologous pairing were analyzed at metaphase I. Five types of pairing involving wheat and Aegilops genomes were identified by using C-banding. A genotype that seems to promote homoeologous pairing has been found in Ae. variabilis var. cylindrostachys. Its effect is detectable in the low pairing hybrids but not in the high ones. Pairing affinity has been analyzed on the basis of metaphase I associations in the low and high homoeologous pairing hybrids, and in bivalents and multivalents in the high pairing hybrids. The results indicate that the amount of bound arms of each type of identifiable association relative to the total associations formed (relative contribution) was not maintained, either between the different levels of pairing (low and high) or between different meiotic configurations (bivalents and multivalents). These findings seem to indicate that quantifications of genomic relationships based on the amount of chromosome pairing at metaphase I must be carefully done in this type of hybrid combinations.